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Asks a reader:
There is a lot of information out there these days about "the deep state" groups of families, etc.
who control things throughout the world. A lot of the information from differing sources is
consistent and matches what I've been told in some respects. I have the following questions for
[The Committee] if they are willing to respond.
Q1.
Is there an entity or a group of entities in the upper dimensions which have long managed
and directed the activities of those associated with them?
C:
First our greetings we offer, before the question address we do. We have anticipated and
looked forward to this topic, for it resonates strongly with many people now on Earth.
The generally accurate answer to this question is no, however there are what can be properly
described as exceptions. The largest would seem to be the relations between an incarnated soul
and guardian angel guides, as are we. We have said "would seem to be" because the active
management is only carried out within the specific authority agreed between a soul and guides.
The soul delegates the ability to a guardian guide for doing certain, specific things in certain
circumstances which may or will arise. This is management as the question describes and we
say, it is either individual or applied to a small group associated with the individual. This is not
done across the board in a general way, affecting a large segment of humans.
The open and nearly instant nature of communication, the transfer of information and the ability
to move to a desired location makes the notion of management and control null and void. In and
throughout Heaven your home, you will all again see the completely voluntary nature of
existence, interaction and activity. In this environment, management of others is not needed or
even possible. This is a form of control which is not necessary, which serves no purpose and
holds no attraction.
Q2.
If so, what can we be told about their origins?
C:
The origins of controllers? As we have said, this does not exist, so the origins described
cannot be.
Q3.
Might they also be described?
C:
This question assumes we would have responded in the affirmative to the first question,
and we have not.
Q4.
What can be revealed about the current plan(s) to remove them and their underlings from
power?
C:
There are no controllers thus no underlings. There is no power held over humans by
entities as we might be called, to even be considered for removal.

Q5.
Can [The Committee] comment on any Plan B which may exist? (That is, a back up plan
should the primary plan not be effective.)
C:
There are no alternate plans for furtherance or reduction in general control. There is no
primary plan for control above human groups.
Q6.
C:

Can they comment on who specifically is overseeing the coming changes?
No, there exists not this specificity.

Q7.
Are these the result of directives from "above"? Thank you.
C:
Above what we say, and you are most welcome to inquire. Our thanks in return, for these
questions prepare well for the discussion we shall now offer.
What occurs now can be correctly described as a key component of what all of you have often
heard and described as The Shift. The history of human societies in this latest development of
technological advancement, follows a pattern established in the previous developments of
Lemuria and Atlantis.
Long since finished the activities and effects of the departed civilizations, we focus on the
current. Beginning with what was later named The Renaissance, true world development and
exploration began. In previous empires, most notably of The Romans, mankind developed the
foundations for what came to follow; exploration and colonization of vast territories across the
globe. The rise of the nation state led to the concept of a colony fueled by global transportation
and communication. Explorers from the modern nations of Spain, Portugal, England and The
Netherlands are examples of both exploration and dominance which did not occur on such a
widespread scale after the destruction of Atlantis. Empires of Rome or what is now Italy, and in
China, were large but essentially regional. The Romans did not expand to Asia, North and South
America or the Far East.
As colonies and territories small and large, such as what are now Formosa or Taiwan, Australia
Kenya, New Spain, New Granada and New Zealand to name just a few, began to develop, so did
the need for control and administration. The ability to navigate the seas was the key factor, as has
been the case with prior human civilizations of Atlantis and Lemuria.
Inside them developed the origins of what can now be called the Deep State. As elected
leadership began to develop, the rotating panels chosen by the majority developed because there
was and is required and ongoing, continuous administrative function. The ability to control far
flung lands eroded as it must, and the empires of Spain and England collapsed as did the Roman
example many centuries before.
The rapid development of worldwide communication and travel, especially during the most
recent two centuries of Earth time, has created both opportunity and challenge. The rise of
influence by the USA across the globe has ushered in a new era its predecessor prepared and
developed but lost, England. Military control or physical force have been rarely used by this
latest nation state, and not nearly to the extent possible or historically common. The most recent

attempts by other nations have met with failure or regionally limited effects; we refer to
Germany and Russia.
The voluntary, welcomed influence manifested through commercial, trade and cultural exchange
has come to dominate. This represents to closest approximation to the real and true nature of
inter-civilizational dealings.
As humans come to learn about other physical beings from elsewhere in the Milky Way galaxy,
and eventually from Andromeda and other galaxies, it will be seen how the natural, ultimate
development of the nation state occurs on a planet wide scale. Associations and agreements
flourish between planetary civilizations, yet the physical distances and technologies represent the
last remaining barrier impossible to overcome in the physical dimensions humans can consider
the third and fourth.
Absent physical bodies, your souls exist everywhere, and this is your true and natural home, a
place of eternal peace and understanding.
Returning to Earth as the focus of our discussion, the central leadership organizations follow the
nature of all human groupings, they seek to perpetuate and often grow their presence; this is as
natural as a forest and the trees within or a colony of ants, if not more complicated, intricate and
seemingly driven less by instinct and more by active ambition.
We say, the manifestation of ambition in the many ways humans understand it, is an instinctual
aspect of life on Earth, inherited from the creators of homo sapiens who themselves have
proceeded in this way.
Humans now experience for the first time across the three civilizations which have developed
since your creation, the notions and application of voluntary interaction. Japan and Germany
were the final examples of a physically forced way forward which has died forever on Earth.
Inside this current development, there exist ongoing managers who transcend the elective cycles
and leaders which come temporarily to the front of them. You can dress a bear in an appropriate
way to attend a formal dinner, yet the beast will not become or behave as what the wrapping
suggests.
The established administrative function, as occurs in any organization, can from time to time
struggle with the changes in direction; this occurs now. The activities carried out to maintain the
course and flow of operations understand intrinsically they cannot do so without seeming to
openly contradict the desires of the greater society upon whom they depend for their existence.
They exist below the apparent surface, and often have deep roots, earning them the name Deep
State.
Hopeful we are this has scratched the surface of this current vigorously discussed subject and we
gladly await more questions. Be well today and always, one and all.

